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Abstract

A graphic. hypertext computer application approach to facilitate the reviews of
function or data models and feedback Is reported. Computer modeling tools were
employed. and the models transferred into hypertext for review as an alternative to the
traditional manual "tit" method of documentation developed in the 1970's. This new
approach bas been designed and deployed to achieve consensus in the review cycle of
function-decomposition modeling projects. Results are described. indicating that the
benefits of employing hypertext can be realized by watching for situations appropriate
to the use of hypertext in a projecl Changes in the accessibility to hypertext
applications. and the improvement in the ability to couple the modeling tools to
hypertext model "readers" will allow a full explorationof possiblebenefits. This paper
will describe two very different projects which use hypertext kits. one within industry.
the other within an evolving standards organization.

Introduction

The use of computer aided modeling in the function modell or data model life cycle will be
described. The hypertext paradigm. and its relation to model kits is described. Some examples of
the way the paradigm was experimentally applied is also presentedin this section.

Present use of Tools

The Integrated Computer Aided Integration Definition (IDEF) methods includes the "tit"
and the "ReaderIAuthor Cycle" used by a team during model development Computer modeling
tools have come into common use by modelers. These tools effectively assist the modeler.
providing both powerful editing and modeling language rule enforcemenl However. these
modeling tools are not designed to assist the reader of a model nor help a modeling team conduct
its review. Thus the modeling community is left to cope with two complex environments as
depicted in Figure 1. ff the team should decide to keep the model in the tool environment for use in

IFunctioo models. often referenced as ..activity models" are a hierarchical decomposition of the actions needed to
complete a defined task or achieve a specified goal.
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the review process (or beyond) procedures must be establisbed by the team which replace most of
thestepsof thedefinedtit process.Theusualpracticeis foreachof themodeletsto havea copyof
the same tool (software).The model ftles are then passed to the next team member who can fill the
dual role of both reader and author.That member is recognized as having"custody" of the current
version.Otherswhohavea modelversioncopy may"iead" theftles.but mustidentifyand .
communicate proposed changes to the owner of the current version to insure that changes are made
only to the active copy. Such exchanges of copies of the tool's native format flies raise difficult
problems of configuration controL

ModelWith
Reader
Comments

Draft
Model

Model
Version

Computer Environment

Review
Model

Paper Environment

Figure 1. Problem: Two Dissimilar Mechanisms in the Model life Cycle

The printed output from the modeling tools is the more common means of team review.
When comments are solicited from reviewers, they are asked to return a copy with their penciled
comments. The modeler-and the team-are effectively following the kit method as defined in the
IDEF manuals [1][2]. For a team member who usually works on a computer. such paper work
may be found burdensome because the work is seen as manual and less interesting.

The graphic nature of the modeling methods adds another level of difficulty to the possible
use of "electronic" kits. The situation in which a formal model grammarcan be easily exchanged as
a computer file usually occurs if the me is text. For example. internet is quite commonly U3edto
achieve agreement on material in readable text fonn; however graphics must be converted into a
text fonn. then back to graphics when received. Often the ftle must be sent to a printer to be able to
view the graphics being sent. There is little opportunity to electronically communicate the graphic
marked with the reader's comments back to the author.

Developing Hypertext Kits

~ Hypertextoffers thereadertheabilityto browsea computerdocumentwhichm~ycontain
graphics, and which has been authoredso that a minimum effort is required to navigate through the
material. The hypertext paradigm is characterized by multiple "pages" as manifested through a
series of windows, screens, or cards. Most hypertext applications accommodate graphics as
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readily as teXl Navigation is facilitated through the use a graphic region of "hot text" or "buttons"
which are activated when a screen.s cursor is positioned over such a region and the mouse button
pressed. This action will cause the screen image to move to a different window or trigger any of a
number of computer actions as designed by the author [3]. For example. the author may have
selected words in the main body of a document that exist in a glossary section-or screen-to be
linked to their .glossary entry. Another button can be provided to return the reader to a previous
place.

One of the advantages of hypertext is that navigation links can be made to traverse the
graphic images hierarchically. Navagation links are accomplished by placing a button on each of
the functions shown on the sheel1be button changes the contents of the window to the sheet that
contains the decomposition for that function. Other buttons may be added to provide access to the
text that is meant to accompanyeach function.

-
The remaining significant feature of hypertext is that the ftles can be made interactive. This

feature allows the reader to make choices or to be prompted to enter text into a designated area. The
interactive feature is key to the use of hypertext in a team situation. The team readers can enter their
responses into the model hypertext ftle~r a companion file-and return the kit (me) to the
author. Using the computer. the author can also easily electronically copy the comments into a
project document file.

The following section describes how the hypertext features were beneficiallyemployed to
produce and distribute modelldts in a unique medium.

Deployment. and Comment Return

The graphicediting tools providedby the bypertext applicationcan be used to "re-originate"
models when the model consists of only a few pages of graphics. At present. transfening model
pages into a hypertext applicationis limited to the computer system's copy-and-pastecapability for
graphics. Most hypertext applications will also provide a means to ask the reader to "log-in" upon
opening the model ftle so that a reader's name can be related to any comments entered. Once the
model graphics exist in the hypertextenvironment. the author must add the navigationbuttons and
the fields for the model text sections.

Figure 2 is an example from the IGES configuration control process authored in hypertex.t
at NIST. It presents the top diagram of the IDEFO-authored document to the reader. When the
"Information" button is clicked, the navigation information graphic shown in Figure 3 is accessed.
For the model illustrated,only the lowest level function boxes are explained with a text description.
When the "A#" of such a box is "clicked,"the explanationappears in a "pop-up" text field as
shownin Figure4.
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Figure 4. Example of a Function's Text "Pop-Up" Field

Additional files may be added which can be displayed as computer screen windows. One
example is Figure 5, an interactive file for the reader to record comments. As a window, these files
may be moved off from the model's window if the screen is relatively large. This allows
simultaneousviewing of part or all of the model while entering comments into one of the additional
files. A "pop-up" field could also have been used to collect comments. The separate reader's
comments file (which could be returned to the author independent of the model file) offers
advantages for this particular model distribution.

The addition of the interactive comment provisions was found to be critical to the success
of the hypertext kits: The author could save the comments as a collection of comments for each
model cycle. The author could also transfer the comments to a document which can be published
for the purpose of describing the modeling effort. In an entirely computer-facilitated kit series of
review cycles. the comment text could be transferred to another hypertext fIle-together with the
author's disposition-then re-distributedto the team. In this situation the kit consists of a computer
directoryof files labeled to identify the model and its version, phase. or cycle.

Consider: a disk (with more well-labeled files than the reader is expected to open) is much
more desirable than receipt of an overly thick paper document kit

...

I
I
..
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Two ProiectsWhich Re-en~eer the Modelin~Life Cycle

Fust. the evolution of function modeling to include the development.ofthe hypertext model
in an industrial environment is described. This project produced a set of reusable modeling
"templates" and a means of keeping computer records about a modeling project Next. the use of
the hypertext model templates~in a voluntary standards community modeling task is described.
These two projects are very different from each other in terms of the teamsand the team goals. The
medium and the construction of the models. however. were similar-affording a good basis for
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evaluating the utility of hypertext documents. (Ibe figures in this paper were taken from the second
of the two function modeling projects.)

"'

Teams and Hypertext Models in an Industly Environment

=;
In industry in the late 19808, IDEF was viewed as a method to improve and refme

production and design procedures. Early .~Ii7.ationof modeHnginvolved the use of CAD tools to
develop the model graphics. and other software tools to manage the underlyinginfonnation. Hard
copy kit versions were Ibengenerated for the creation and review cycle.

.,;"'"
~

.,~

f

Acceptance of the method was lukewarm. Process "experts" and managers found. it
diffICultto find the infonnadon of interest. The model developer was constantly generating new
versions of the model kit. and trying to control comments and descriptions as they related to the
graphics. Commercial packages became available which aided in creating the graphics of the
model kits, but did not provide for the control of related data. Despite it's potential. unless
something could be done to overcome these problems, IDEF would not continue to be used. As
time went on and the use of the IDEF methods became more familiar to and accepted by those in
industry, much of the reluctance toward becoming involved in the modelingteams vanished.There
remained, however, the problem of disruption when including new employeesas new members in
the team efforts.

'f
.~

Upon review with individuals involved in using modeling tools, a Hypertext kit approach
was recommended to overcome the problems of the hardcopy kit Key elements of the tool would
be: (I) a flexible interactivegraphicscreation package with a friendlymethodof navigatingthrough
the model (geared to individualsthat are not computer or model literate); (2) controlledassociation
between model graphics and the underlying defmitions; and (3) a means of linIdngcomments and
refmements to the model structure, while maintaining the security of a prior version. The tool
should be capable of providing a printed kit version when desired and should provide easy access
to specific detail using a simple model walk-through process.

The key to designing an acceptable model review tool in industry is simplicity.
Visualization of the decomposition of an activity using graphic "buttons" to pull up lower level
detail aids in understanding. The tool must provide several capabilities such as the ability to attach
explanatory text in paragraph fonn, to call up or hide text as desired, and to selectively print it in a
report is essential. The tool must also provide capability to overlay an "as is" portionof the modf;l
with a "to be" replacement for visualization. This would require adequate program control of the
arrows between the functions (ICOMs) throughout the model structure.

A demonstration hypertextpackage including these key elementswas developedand shown
to potential IDEF users in the organization. and it met with a high degree of enthusiasm. There
were discussions of how to improve the utility of this concept Among the desired improvements
discussed were interactive links to other related software packages (such as data modeling
programs), timing analysis. and programs for generating~ports. Another future possibility would
be the extension of explanatory attachments to include drawings. photographs and movies of an
activityor ICOM for furtherclarification.
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The hypertext "templates" from the.demonstration package described above were made
available to standards organizationswhere the use of the conuibuted (Le.,public domain) software
had a very different impact

What is important to note .isthat industry is not receptive to the ongoing responsibility of
fuBy developing and maintaining intema1lya computer application which is specifaca1lydesigned
for use in function or data modeling. It is generally felt that if the desired and needed model-
reviewing software should become commercially available, that it would have wide acceptance in
industry.

Hypertext Models and ModelReviewin a VoluntaryStandanIs Organization

Considerable efforts have been made to document standards in hypertext format [4]. The
hypertext standards and other computer material [5][6] have made hypertext concepts sufftciently
well accepted for its application to functionand data modeling. The model graphics (such as pages
with 3 to 6 empty boxes) and the navigation buttons developed for the above project were
introduced to one of the committees in the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (lGES) [7]
Organization. This committee had been using function and data modeling to develop extensions for
the new versions of the specification. The Organization's change control process was being
formally documented [8] and hypertext fdes were being created to record change decisions and
status changes [9]. A function model of the process was desired to accompany the document It
was felt that the use of the hypertext model templates could result in a shorter model review cycle
and the fmal models could accompany the active change information ftles in addition to being
published in the change process document

The change process model (parts of this model are shown in Figures 2-5) was authored
directly in the hypertext application, although it was also entered into a modeling application to
check for syntax accuracy later in the reviewcycle.

The model's first review cycle was completed using a notebook computer as the .tit": the
author requesting each reader in turn to spend some time using the computer and the model file.
The need for a companion ftle for enteringcomments was quickly apparent-and developed. After
the readers had all entered comments, the comment me was printed. Comments addressing the
same problem were grouped, and the model revised.

A second review cycle was completed in a similar manner, with the comments and author
responses printed and mailed to commenters.

The ..publish" version of the model was printed for
the organization, and the hypertext file was included with the
change control flies. The model/file was linked to its node
tree as shown in Figure 6 of the general infonnation
hypertext document The flies are placed on a computer that .

is made accessible to all the membersduringeach meeting of
the IGES Organization.The comment flIeis checked at the
end of the meeting, and any comment records copied to disk.

\fi .~
The RfC Process IGES-RFCIndex

-#
model

~
commenb?
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Thetwo reviews.facilitated by themodelsin hypertext,have beenobservedto result in
rapid model evolution: Over the past two meetings no additional comments have been received.
from readecsof either the publisheddocumentor the change file directory.
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Figure 6. NodeTree Containing Button to Model

Lessons Learned and Other Observations

During both of the models' kit cycles, the authors expended an extra amount of time on a
computer. An automated software tool was employed in addition to the hypertextapplication.This
is due to the creation of the hypertext kits which are not facilitated with an "automated" tool
developed for modeling. Following the deployment of the hypertext kits, much of the initial time
was regained by the greatly improvedmeans of handling the comments. Many of the readers noted
that they were more comfortable typing their comments into the "little notebook" files developed
for the kits.

The link between the model and the functions being modeled is missing in most
applications. One of the most significant benefits gained was the ability to couple the model to
other related application documents. For example, in the IGES project the fmished model in a
hypertext reader was linked to the configurationmanagement hypertext mes. Where there are other
industrial applications, the model can be an effective complement, and can be linked to the
functions of the application.An example of such an application is the "ManufacturingProducibility
Analysis Coordination Tool," which is also a hypertext application[lO]. Such linking has
additional potential where the model is to be the "controlling document" for the process defmed.
These potential benefits were not evaluated by the authors, however such model-to-processlinking
is .felt to be a primary requirement for developing a situation where the model truly (and
dynamically) controls the functionsthat were modeled.
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As described. the use of hypertext can be adapted to other modeling methods. Both of the
modeling situations described involved functionmodeling using IDER) methods.A data model is a
planned addition for the IGES system. and the development of the data model may also utilize the
same hypertext kit cycles. For such data models. the authors expect to develop small. topical entity
sub-models on each screen (page). with an "overview" model saeen included with the kit cover.
Each entity in the overview would be linked to its sub-model. or view.

The authors also suggest that adding the hypertext as a kit alternative should not be done
without a paper printout of the kit for any potential reader who is not a regular computer user.
Fortunately. the hypertext application as weDas the modeling tools can be used to print the pages
needed.

The selection of the hypertext reader computer application was fonunate. as the second
project described required a "freely available" reader in ~ final phase. Here. there is no desire to
restrict people from reviewing the model electronically.A model in a "licensed-for-fee"application
would result in many requests for the printed version.

In both situations described. almost all of the moder s readers were computer users.
however only a few had the author.s modeling tool available on their computer. The authors also
feel that the hypertext kits require minimal instruction. whereas the modeling tools-even when
provided only for model reviewing-require either special training or manuals. Additionally. it is
felt that there would be no way for a reader to "comment".on the model withoutdirectly editing the
model should the reader use the modeling tool To date. these tools only accommodate the model
author and publisher.

Conclusions

The deploymentof modelkits in hypertextfilled the gap left when modelingbecame
"computeraided."and providesthe model"'reading"assistanceneededby thereader.There is a
need for "coupling.' software so that the author can create a hypertextreader's kit from the
modelingtool.Thiscoupling-softwarecouldfmnlyestablishan aU-electronicmodellifecycle.

The hypertext tits significantly shortened the tit cycle time. Where the hypertext
application facilitated the ability to browse the model and the related text. the improved reader
response appears to be similar to the improved response time found when electronic media (e.g..
internete-mail) is employed.

These model-developmentexperiences have been enjoyable, interesting,and rewarding for
both authors. The IGES hypertext model is public domain and is available at IGES meetings or
from Mr. Parks.
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